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Why?

• The first reason was research driven. GDQ is a 60 item questionnaire, 
which is an obstacle if researchers want to combine (and they do!) 
team research with for instance research on leadership, organizational
features and … Also, all researchers do not want to spend the time
and costs to get certified.

• The second reason was that we wanted a team assessment tool that is 
easy to apply in different settings and contexts, AND grounded in 
research to the extent that we know the validity of the tool.

• Since GDQS is a reduction of GDQ, we had tons of data already and it 
was possible to compare for instance the validity of GDQS with GDQ. 
(see Gren, Jacobsson, Rydbo, & Lenberg, 2020, https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/)

https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/


The (Eleborated) Purpose of the GDQS

• The GDQS provides information about mean values on the four scales of the 
GDQ and a stage diagnosis, but no subscale or subgroup analysis. The purpose 
of developing the GDQS was to offer a short form of the GDQ:

1. to researchers without the demand to take part of the four-day 
certification process to be allowed to use GDQ.

2. to large scale projects with repeated measurement (for instance every 
third month).

3. as an addition to other surveys, for instance on work environment.

4. as a part of learning about team development, as for instance in the Miki 
Island experiential learning. 
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Are GDQ and GDQS measuring the same thing?
- Convergent Validity between GDQ and GDQS

Meaning that GDQ and GDQS
are measuring the same phenomena
to a very large extent

(Gren, Jacobsson, Rydbo, & Lenberg, 
2020, https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/)

https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/


Are GDQ and GDQS linked to team performance
and other team goals in the same way?
- Criterion-related validity between GDQ and GDQS

Yes, at least with
regard to emotional
exhaustion, job satis-
faction and feelings 
of mastery

(Gren, Jacobsson, Rydbo, & Lenberg, 
2020, https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/)

https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/


GDQS items. 
The results indicate that the GDQS is a psychometrically acceptable and practically useful short measure of team/group development. The GDQS 
can freely be used for research, with written permission, and we conclude the paper with norm data and practical guidelines for researchers 
wanting to apply the measurement https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/.
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GDQS is copyright protected.
GDQ certified consultants
can use it on the GDQ plattform

Researchers without GDQ
certification can use it in 
research after a written
approvement from the 
head of research at GDQ 
associates AB.

https://psyarxiv.com/u3p8c/


How does GDQ Short differ from a full-scale GDQ?

• In GDQ Short, the number of statements has been reduced to 13 
items (compared to the original 60 items). Also, the instrument 
requests no demographic information and does not examine the 
subjective perception of productivity in the team.

Who can use the GDQ short?

• All GDQ certified consultants, no extra certification is required



GDQ Short and Agile Teams

Agile teams with the expectation of managing themselves. Our experience has 

shown that agile teams which are often characterised by an expectation of being 

able to manage themselves find it difficult to answer the statements on leadership in 

a full-scale GDQ where, for example, the statement "The members tend to agree to 

anything the leader proposes" is often irrelevant. The statements on leadership 

have been removed in GDQ Short. GDQ Short may therefore be better suited to 

measuring team effectiveness in agile teams.



The GDQS Report

The GDQS report contains IMGD theory, norm data, 
the focal team mean values on the four scales compared
to norm data, stage diagnosis, and debrief questions.

The GDQS report does not contain productivity measure, subscale analysis
and subgroup analysis (13 is too few items for that kind of analysis).



Average GDQ profiles for groups in stages 1 - 4 
GDQ SE 3, Norm data with percentiles, n = 764 groups. NOTE! The profiles below show the average for each stage based on 

norm data and are not linked to the results for the specific group

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Page 6 in the GDQS report …



GDQ Short: Team …..
Stage diagnosis.

Norm data: Swedish 

Number of Group Members 7

Effectiveness Ratio 78,5

GDQ I GDQ II GDQ III GDQ IV

Mean 37.3 31.4 55.1 58.9

Range 29 - 43 25 - 40 52 - 63 54 - 62

Range diff. 14 15 11 8

GDQ I GDQ II GDQ III GDQ IV

Stage One: Dependence and Inclusion
>38 <40 <54 <55

Stage Two: Counterdependence and Fight <41 >41 <54 <55

Stage Three: Trust and Structure
<40 <39 >53 55 - 60

Stage Four: Work & Productivity
<40 <39 >56 > 60
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= Group’s GDQ stage

= Fulfilled criteria



Group data compared with norm data
These bars show how your group’s mean values relate to the norm data (presented as percentiles). 
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Debrief questions

● What stage does GDQS suggest that your team function as right now?

● What are the development tasks of that stage? Page 2-5.

● Try to be as clear and precise as possible, what does your team want to change for the next work

period in the way you cooperate right now?



Statements in GDQ-Short
Stage 1

● Individuals seem to go along with whatever the group suggests

● When members talk, they address the same few people

● Members seem very concerned about feeling safe in the group

● People seem hesitant to express a different point of view

Stage 2

● People express frustration with how this group is functioning

● The group seems split over a number of issues

● There is quite a bit of tension in the group at this time

Stage 3

● Trust is high in this group

● Members are satisfied with the group’s progress

● We can rely on each other. We work as a team

Stage 4

● The group acts on its decisions

● The group encourages innovation and creativity

● Commitment to the group’s task is high in this group



Current use of the GDQS

The GDQS is for instance used …

 In a manufacturing company located in Sweden, USA and China, 
with 700 agile teams. The purpose is to provide frequent and 
quick information to the 700 teams so they can reflect upon 
and, if needed, adjust their ways of working together.

 In the Miki Island experiential learning program

… Discussions with a couple of companies …
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